Cultural Mosaics

This project guide is adaptable to any cultures and any topics.

Know What: Patterns of culture, such as work, housing, religion.
   Diversity among cultures.

Know How: To locate information relating to one topic.
   To represent a culture visually.
   To relate values to patterns of culture.
   To make a generalization.

Make a Multi-Cultural Mosaic

Choose one part of living that you will find in every culture, such as
   choices about kinds of homes
   choices of kinds of work

Make a mosaic that shows the choices different cultures make.

1. Look in books and in museum exhibit for information.
2. Draw a picture of each culture’s choice.
3. On the back of that picture, write:
   A. name of the culture
   B. reasons people make that choice.
4. Put your pictures together as a kind of “mosaic.”
5. Write a title for your mosaic. Tell what your mosaic shows about different cultures.
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